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Johnston Public Library Book Discussion Questions
Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay and a Mother’s Will to Survive
by Stephanie Land
Summary
At 28, Stephanie Land’s plans of breaking free from the roots of her hometown in the Pacific Northwest
to chase her dreams of attending a university and becoming a writer, were cut short when a summer
fling turned into an unexpected pregnancy. She turned to housekeeping to make ends meet, and with a
tenacious grip on her dream to provide her daughter the very best life possible, Stephanie worked days
and took classes online to earn a college degree, and began to write relentlessly.
Maid explores the underbelly of upper-middle class America and the reality of what it’s like to be in
service to them. “I’d become a nameless ghost,” Stephanie writes about her relationship with her clients,
many of whom do not know her from any other cleaner, but who she learns plenty about. As she begins
to discover more about her clients’ lives-their sadness and love, too-she begins to find hope in her own
path.
Her writing as a journalist gives voice to the "servant" worker, and those pursuing the American Dream
from below the poverty line. Maid is Stephanie’s story, but it’s not her alone…

Discussion Questions
1. What were your opinions about poverty and the poor before you read MAID?
2. What is class prejudice? What ideas make up the “wall of stigmas” that Land is faced with?
What explains the psychology of antagonism toward the poor?
3. Why had each of Land’s parents “moved on”? What explains the emotional abandonment of
their daughter and granddaughter? How did this lack of support affect Land?
4. In what ways does cleaning people’s houses seem like “a last resort” to Land? What are the
effects of feeling “invisible” at a job?
5. What are the particular challenges for Mia? What’s most important for children affected by
poverty?

6. What state and federal programs are helpful to Hand and Mia? What are the challenges of
accepting such assistance?
7. What explains Travis’ “lack of desire to wander, or wonder, or learn”? What else might prevent
people from wanting to understand themselves and the world more?
8. When plagued by deep grief or other emotional pain, Land gave it her attention because “the
pain didn’t like to be ignored. It needed to be loved.” What does this mean? What are other
healthy responses to grief or loss?
9. Moving into the small studio apartment, Land struggles to get rid of things “equally useless and
priceless.” What is the power or importance of material things? In what ways is a family’s
history carried in things or not?
10. After being overwhelmed while cleaning The Clown House, Land calls Pam, who, after
listening, reminds her to “trust your strength.” What are Land’s particular strengths? How does
she stay hopeful and motivated?
11. Consider the various different houses Land cleans: The Porn House, Henry’s House, The Chef’s
House, The Sad House, etc. What does each reveal about those who live there? In what ways is
each house challenging for Land?
12. After the frightening car accident involving Mia, Land argues to her father that she needed “to be
able to tell people.” Why is this? What does Land need from others?
13. What about Missoula, Montana calls to Land? In what ways is it different from the Pacific
Northwest where Land has grown up? What determines how different geographical places feel?
14. Analogous to how she cleans, Land approaches the trying challenges of poverty with
“shortsightedness.” What is this? What is a healthy balance between daily focus and future
planning or even dreaming?
15. In what particular ways is her client Henry valuable for Land?
16. What different kinds of writing does Land do? How is writing important to her? Of what
additional value is posting her writing to a blog?
17. Over time, what does Land learn about life from cleaning and having intimate knowledge of
people’s houses?
18. Land is constantly working to make “a home” for Mia and herself. What defines a place as a
home?
19. Considering the epigraph from Maya Angelou, what is involved in “making a life”? What role
should “making a living” play in that?
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